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Anti-government protest in Beirut (66)
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Fireworks thrown by anti-government protesters explode over Riot Police during clashes near the parliament building following last Tuesday's massive explosion in the seaport which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Monday, Aug. 10, 2020. (AP Photo/Felipe Dana)
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Fireworks thrown by anti-government protesters explode over Riot Police during clashes near the parliament building following last Tuesday's massive explosion in the seaport which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Monday, Aug. 10, 2020. (AP Photo/Felipe Dana)
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Anti-government protesters use fireworks against Lebanese riot police, during a protest in the aftermath of last Tuesday's massive explosion which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Monday, Aug. 10, 2020. (AP Photo/Hassan Ammar)
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Lebanese security forces fire tear gas to disperse protesters amid clashes in the vicinity of the parliament in central Beirut on August 10, 2020, following the deadly port explosion. - Lebanese Prime Minister Hassan Diab will announce his government's resignation imminently over the backlash from the deadly Beirut port explosion. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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Demonstrators throw stones during a protest against the political elite and the government after last Tuesday's deadly explosion at the Beirut port which devastated large parts of the capital, in Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9, 2020. (AP Photo/Felipe Dana)
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Demonstrators hit a barrier erected to prevent them reaching the Parliament building during a protest against the political elite and the government following last Tuesday's deadly explosion at the Beirut port which devastated large parts of the capital, in Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9, 2020. (AP Photo/Felipe Dana)
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People throw stones during anti-government protest following Tuesday's massive explosion which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9. 2020. (AP Photo/Hassan Ammar)
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People throw stones during anti-government protest following Tuesday's massive explosion which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9. 2020. (AP Photo/Hassan Ammar)
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A man throws back a tear gas canister fired by police during anti-government protest following Tuesday's massive explosion which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9. 2020. (AP Photo/Hassan Ammar)
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People throw stones during anti-government protest following Tuesday's massive explosion which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9. 2020. (AP Photo/Hassan Ammar)
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People throw stones during anti-government protest following Tuesday's massive explosion which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9. 2020. (AP Photo/Hassan Ammar)
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A man throws back a tear gas canister fired by police during anti-government protest following Tuesday's massive explosion which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9. 2020. (AP Photo/Hassan Ammar)
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People throw stones during anti-government protest following Tuesday's massive explosion which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9. 2020. (AP Photo/Hassan Ammar)
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People carry injured person during anti-government protest following Tuesday's massive explosion which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9. 2020. (AP Photo/Hassan Ammar)
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People climb a police barrier during anti-government protest following Tuesday's massive explosion which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9. 2020. (AP Photo/Hassan Ammar)
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People throw stones during anti-government protest following Tuesday's massive explosion which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9. 2020. (AP Photo/Hassan Ammar)
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Demonstrators run from tear gas fired by police near the parliament building during a protest against the political elite and the government following last Tuesday's deadly explosion at the Beirut port which devastated large parts of the capital, in Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9, 2020. (AP Photo/Felipe Dana)
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People try to break police barrier during anti-government protest following Tuesday's massive explosion which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9. 2020. (AP Photo/Hassan Ammar)
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Police protect themselves from stones during anti-government protest following Tuesday's massive explosion which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9. 2020. (AP Photo/Hassan Ammar)
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Teargas canisters fly during anti-government protest following Tuesday's massive explosion which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9. 2020. (AP Photo/Hassan Ammar)
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Teargas canisters fly during anti-government protest following Tuesday's massive explosion which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9. 2020. (AP Photo/Hassan Ammar)
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Demonstrators march holding candles and flashlights honoring the victims of the deadly explosion at Beirut port which devastated large parts of the capital, in Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9, 2020. (AP Photo/Felipe Dana)
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Demonstrators march holding candles honoring the victims of the deadly explosion at Beirut port which devastated large parts of the capital, in Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9, 2020. (AP Photo/Felipe Dana)
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Demonstrators march holding candles and flashlights honoring the victims of the deadly explosion at Beirut port which devastated large parts of the capital, in Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9, 2020. (AP Photo/Felipe Dana)
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Demonstrators march past a damaged building holding candles and flashlights honoring the victims of the deadly explosion at Beirut port which devastated large parts of the capital, in Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9, 2020. (AP Photo/Felipe Dana)
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A protester uses a slingshot toward the Lebanese riot police, during anti-government protest following Tuesday's massive explosion which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9. 2020. (AP Photo/Hussein Malla)
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A protester turns back tear gas canister against the Lebanese riot police, during anti-government protest following Tuesday's massive explosion which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9. 2020. (AP Photo/Hussein Malla)
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Protesters try to remove metal barrier that set by security forces, as they clash with the Lebanese riot police, during anti-government protest following Tuesday's massive explosion which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9. 2020. (AP Photo/Hussein Malla)
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A protester throw stones against the Lebanese riot police, during anti-government protest following Tuesday's massive explosion which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9. 2020. (AP Photo/Hussein Malla), APTOPIX
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Demonstrators march holding candles and flashlights honoring the victims of the deadly explosion at Beirut port which devastated large parts of the capital, in Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9, 2020. (AP Photo/Felipe Dana)
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Protesters run from tear gas fired by police forces during an anti-government protest following Tuesday's massive explosion which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9. 2020. (AP Photo/Felipe Dana)
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Protesters run from tear gas fired by police forces during an anti-government protest following Tuesday's massive explosion which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9. 2020. (AP Photo/Felipe Dana)
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Riot police march toward demonstrators during an anti-government protest following Tuesday's massive explosion which devastated Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, Aug. 9. 2020. (AP Photo/Felipe Dana)
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A Lebanese protester smokes a waterpipe amid clashes with security forces for the second evening near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020, following a deadly explosion blamed on government negligence. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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Lebanese protesters, enraged by a deadly explosion blamed on government negligence, clash with security forces for the second evening near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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Lebanese protesters, enraged by a deadly explosion blamed on government negligence, clash with security forces for the second evening near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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Lebanese protesters, enraged by a deadly explosion blamed on government negligence, clash with security forces for the second evening near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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Lebanese protesters, enraged by a deadly explosion blamed on government negligence, clash with security forces for the second evening near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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Lebanese protesters, enraged by a deadly explosion blamed on government negligence, clash with security forces for the second evening near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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Lebanese protesters, enraged by a deadly explosion blamed on government negligence, clash with security forces for the second evening near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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Lebanese protesters, enraged by a deadly explosion blamed on government negligence, clash with security forces for the second evening near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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A Lebanese protester smokes a waterpipe amid clashes with security forces for the second evening near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020, following a deadly explosion blamed on government negligence. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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Lebanese protesters, enraged by a deadly explosion blamed on government negligence, clash with security forces for the second evening near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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A Lebanese protester enraged by a deadly explosion blamed on government negligence, stands behind burning fire amid clashes with security forces for the second evening near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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Lebanese protesters, enraged by a deadly explosion blamed on government negligence, clash with security forces for the second evening near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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A Lebanese protester, enraged by a deadly explosion blamed on government negligence, runs from tear gas canisters fired by security forces amid clashes for the second evening near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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A young Lebanese anti-government protester covers his face from tear gas fired by police during the second day of protests in downtown Beirut on August 9, 2020 to denounce this week's massive port blasts that killed more than 150 people and left the heart of the Lebanese capital in ruins. - Lebanon's political elite faced pressure from all sides after the deadly port explosion blamed on official negligence, with the first cabinet resignation over the affair and angry protesters clashing with security forces. The catastrophe has revived the mass anti-government protests that had for months demanded the wholesale removal of Lebanon's political elite, until coronavirus lockdown measures brought an uneasy calm. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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Lebanese protesters prepare firecrackers to throw at security forces amid clashes near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020, following a deadly explosion that turned the city into a disaster zone. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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A young Lebanese anti-government protester covers his face from tear gas fired by police during the second day of protests in downtown Beirut on August 9, 2020 to denounce this week's massive port blasts that killed more than 150 people and left the heart of the Lebanese capital in ruins. - Lebanon's political elite faced pressure from all sides after the deadly port explosion blamed on official negligence, with the first cabinet resignation over the affair and angry protesters clashing with security forces. The catastrophe has revived the mass anti-government protests that had for months demanded the wholesale removal of Lebanon's political elite, until coronavirus lockdown measures brought an uneasy calm. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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A Lebanese protester uses a slingshot against security forces amid clashes near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020, following a deadly explosion that turned the city into a disaster zone. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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Lebanese protesters, enraged by a deadly explosion blamed on government negligence, clash with security forces for the second evening near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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Lebanese protesters, enraged by a deadly explosion blamed on government negligence, clash with security forces for the second evening near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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Lebanese protesters use laser pointers against security forces amid clashes near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020, following a deadly explosion that turned the city into a disaster zone. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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A Lebanese protester, joining demonstrators enraged by a deadly explosion blamed on government negligence, tries to force a gate open near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut during clashes with security forces on August 9, 2020. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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Lebanese protesters, enraged by a deadly explosion blamed on government negligence, try to force a gate open near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut during clashes with security forces on August 9, 2020. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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Lebanese protesters, enraged by a deadly explosion blamed on government negligence, clash with security forces near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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Lebanese protesters, enraged by a deadly explosion blamed on government negligence, clash with security forces near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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Lebanese protesters, enraged by a deadly explosion blamed on government negligence, clash with security forces near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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A Lebanese protester covers his face from tear gas fired by security forces amid clashes near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020, following a deadly explosion that turned the city into a disaster zone. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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Lebanese protesters, enraged by a deadly explosion blamed on government negligence, clash with security forces for the second evening near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by JOSEPH EID / AFP)
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An anti-government Lebanese protester, joining thousands of people enraged by a deadly explosion blamed on officials' negligence, runs for cover as security forces sire tear gas near an access street to the parliament in central Beirut on August 9, 2020. - The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastating large parts of the Lebanese capital and claiming over 150 lives, left a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, a security official said. (Photo by ANWAR AMRO / AFP)
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Lebanese army troops clash with anti-government protesters, enraged by a deadly explosion  blamed on officials' negligence, during protests demanding accountability in central Beirut on August 9, 2020. - Lebanon's political elite faced pressure from all sides after a deadly explosion blamed on official negligence, with two ministers quitting over the affair and angry protesters clashing with security forces. The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastated large parts of the Lebanese capital and claimed over 150 lives, leaving a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, according to security officials. (Photo by ANWAR AMRO / AFP)
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An anti-government protester walks past a cordon of security forces during a protest in central Beirut on August 9, 2020 demanding accountability for this week's deadly blasts in the Lebanese capital's port which killed more than 150 people. - Lebanon's political elite faced pressure from all sides after a deadly explosion blamed on official negligence, with two ministers quitting over the affair and angry protesters clashing with security forces. The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastated large parts of the Lebanese capital and claimed over 150 lives, leaving a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, according to security officials. (Photo by ANWAR AMRO / AFP)
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Lebanese anti-riot police stand guard atop an armoured vehicle during anti-government protests in central Beirut on August 9, 2020, demanding accountability for this week's deadly blasts in the Lebanese capital's port which killed more than 150 people. - Lebanon's political elite faced pressure from all sides after a deadly explosion blamed on official negligence, with two ministers quitting over the affair and angry protesters clashing with security forces. The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastated large parts of the Lebanese capital and claimed over 150 lives, leaving a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, according to security officials. (Photo by ANWAR AMRO / AFP)
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Members of the Lebanese Red Cross stand on alert amid clashes between security forces and anti-government protesters in central Beirut on August 9, 2020, demanding accountability for this week's deadly blasts in the Lebanese capital's port which killed more than 150 people. - Lebanon's political elite faced pressure from all sides after a deadly explosion blamed on official negligence, with two ministers quitting over the affair and angry protesters clashing with security forces. The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastated large parts of the Lebanese capital and claimed over 150 lives, leaving a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, according to security officials. (Photo by ANWAR AMRO / AFP)
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Lebanese security forces stand guard as a protester walks toward them during anti-government protests in central Beirut on August 9, 2020, to demand accountability for this week's deadly blasts in the Lebanese capital's port which killed more than 150 people. - Lebanon's political elite faced pressure from all sides after a deadly explosion blamed on official negligence, with two ministers quitting over the affair and angry protesters clashing with security forces. The huge chemical explosion that hit Beirut's port, devastated large parts of the Lebanese capital and claimed over 150 lives, leaving a 43-metre (141 foot) deep crater, according to security officials. (Photo by ANWAR AMRO / AFP)
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